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Ab itract. b’e prme that c\~erq’ rational w-language can be recognized 
automaton. i.e., an automaton which accepts every infinite word in at most 
One knows (see [l] for example) that a rational o-language cannot be recognized 
by a deterministic automaton. However, one can ask whether it can be ret ognized 
by a non-ambiguous automaton which, although nondeterministic, accepts a word 
in the w-language in only one way. We answer this question by proving the following 
proposition. 
Notation. An crrttomato~r over a finite alphabet A is a 4upie &’ = (Q, Q,,, Qinf, S> 
whi:re 
Q is a finite set of states, 
Q(, c Q is the set of initial states, 
l 
c?,,,, c Q is a set of designated states, 
c(i:Q?(A --, 9(Q) is the transition mapping. 
For c’\ cry infinite word II = II ( 1 )I( (2) - 9 * II (12 ) - * - E A”’ and ftrr every state cl E Q, 
we define a cor~iputatiorr of’ II from y irt 32 as being an infinite sequence {q,}, -r) of 
states such that q,~=(1 and (it EC?&, I. u(i)) for i> 1. We say that a computation 
(+}, of II is succrssfirl iff q(, E Q. and {i 1 ql E &} is infinite. The w-larzguage recogrrized 
hv AZ is the set L(&) of all infinite words II which have a successful computation 
in ,d. The automaton ~1 is said to be rzolz-ar71bi~llC)if.~ if or every II in LM’) there 
exists only one successful computation of II in &. Finally, an w-language L is said 
to be mtiorIl1[ if it is recognized by an automaton. 
‘22 A. Arnold 
The starting point of the proof of the proposition is the following version of 
:he Biichi-MacNaughton Theorem. 
Mere a deterministic Muller automaton is a 4-uple s!I = (0, 00, (6 6) where 0, 
Qci and 6 are as above but Card@@, a)) is always less than 1, and % c g(a); the 
set of infinite words recognized by & is the set of words II such that the (unique 
if it exists) computation of 14 in & satisfies 
qo E Qo and {q E Q 1 {i lqi = q} is infinite} E %. 
Xow we are ready for the proof. Let L be any rational ~-language a Ed let 
.?I = (Q. &, %, ii) be a deterministic Muller automaton recognizing it. 
Proof of the Proposition. First, let us define, for every T in %, the deterministic 
Muller automaton c(;4r = (Q, a,,, {T}, 6). Obviously, Lt.& is the disjoint union of 
the LLY& 1, since if z{ E: Lw&. I Q LL~-~-), the unique computation of 14 in _YY satisfies 
T -{q@l{ilq, -41 is infinite} = T’. Now the disjoint union of o-languages recog- 
nized by non-ambiguous automata is rkognizcd by the disjoint union of these 
automata which is still non-ambigucus. Thus it remains to prove that Lt&- I is 
recognized by a non-ambiguous automaton. 
Let us remark that any word 11 in Lo.&-) can bc written in a unique way in the 
form ~‘(1 *.I
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(q’,i)~S’((q,i),~) iff q~Tardq’#si, 
(st,i+l)ES’((q,i),a) iff it r,q’=si andz’<rj, 
It is just an exercise to prove that L(&‘) = A!.(&+ Moreover, to every successful 
computation {Qi)i of u in s4’ we have either 
( 1) Vi 2 0: 4, = (qi, II,) with qi E T, Or 
(2 1 3k 2 0: tjk E Q - T and Wi 2 k + 1, q, = (qi, /Ii) with qi E T. 
In both cases we get a decomposition of u in 1%’ or L’W which satisfies (*I. Since 
this decomposition is unique, u has only one successful computation in ,d’ and &” 
is non-ambiguous. El 
Some other properties of rational w-languages can be derived from the previous 
construction of d’. 
(1) Like the automaton constructed by Karpinski in [2], A” is of ‘nondeterministic 
rank’ 2 and we get Theorem 2 of [2]. 
(2) More important is the following improvement of a part of the Biichi- 
MacNaughton theorem: 
which means that every word 11 in L has a unique decorr\position in the form 
Iit‘ 11‘2 l l * L’,, ’ * - with II E CI( and L’,, E I/;. 
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